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                                Discover the Targa range

                                                                    Targa sets the benchmark for a modern luxury motor cruiser.
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                                Discover the Squadron range

                                                                    Squadron raises the bar for adventure-filled family cruising
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			            Select your preferred location


						
							
								
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Egypt
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Guernsey
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Jersey
Kuwait
Lebanon
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mexico
Monaco
Montenegro
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Oman
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Vietnam


								Country
							

						


						
							Use my location
							Please wait...
							We could not find your location, please select a country from above
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                    Head Office

                    Fairline Yachts Ltd, Oundle, PE8 4HN, United Kingdom

                    
                        Email:
                        [email protected]
                    

                    
                        Phone:
                        +44 (0) 1832 273661
                    

                    
                        Mobile:
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                        Fairline Yachts
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                                        Postcode / Zip
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                                        Email
                                    

                                


                                                                
                                    
                                        
Fairline Argentina
Fairline Austria
Fairline Bahrain
Fairline Benelux & West Germany
Fairline Brazil
Fairline Bulgaria
Fairline Cala d'Or
Fairline Channel Islands
Fairline China (Sanya)
Fairline China (Shanghai)
Fairline China (Shenzhen)
Fairline Colombia
Fairline Costa Rica
Fairline Croatia
Fairline Cyprus
Fairline Czech Republic
Fairline Côte d'Azur
Fairline Denia
Fairline Denmark
Fairline East Coast
Fairline Eastern Canada
Fairline Egypt
Fairline Egypt (El Gouna)
Fairline Finland
Fairline Florida (Fort Lauderdale)
Fairline Florida (Palm Beach)
Fairline Florida (Sarasota)
Fairline Florida (Stuart)
Fairline Florida (Tampa Bay)
Fairline Great Lakes (Algonac)
Fairline Great Lakes (Pontiac)
Fairline Great Lakes (St. Clair Shores)
Fairline Greece
Fairline Hong Kong
Fairline Ibiza
Fairline Indonesia
Fairline Japan
Fairline Korea
Fairline Lebanon
Fairline Liguria
Fairline Malaysia
Fairline Maldives
Fairline Mallorca (North)
Fairline Mallorca (South)
Fairline Malta
Fairline Menorca
Fairline Mexico
Fairline Mexico (Cancún)
Fairline Middle East
Fairline Monaco
Fairline Montenegro
Fairline New South Wales
Fairline New York (Broadwaters Cove)
Fairline New York (East Hampton)
Fairline New York (Fire Island)
Fairline New York (Freeport)
Fairline New York (Mattituck Bay)
Fairline New York (Mattituck)
Fairline New York (Mattituck)
Fairline New York (Mattituck)
Fairline New York (Port Washington)
Fairline New York (Southampton)
Fairline New Zealand
Fairline Northwest
Fairline Norway
Fairline Norway (Oslo)
Fairline Poland
Fairline Poole Harbour
Fairline Port d'Hiver
Fairline Portugal
Fairline Queensland
Fairline San Francisco
Fairline Scotland
Fairline Singapore
Fairline South Africa
Fairline South Coast
Fairline South Germany
Fairline South West
Fairline Sverige
Fairline Switzerland
Fairline Taiwan
Fairline Thailand
Fairline Toscana
Fairline Turkey
Fairline Ukraine
Fairline Victoria
Fairline Western Australia
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                                    Targa 40 - 50 ft 


                                                    
                            

        
    
    

    


    
        
        
  
    
      Grace, power and thrill-seeking adventure 



      
      See the rangeFind a dealer
      
    

    
            Blending innovation with heritage, performance with style, a Targa is exceptional in every way. Bold, inventive Mancini designs have elevated the range to a higher level – the benchmark of Italian style and British craftsmanship. From sweeping hull windows to svelte profiles, they’re sporty and elegant in equal measure – the perfect setting for a day on the water.


      
      See the rangeFind a dealer
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      Step aboard a Targa, and never look back 



      
      See the rangeFind a dealer
      
    

    
            With powered sunroofs and oversized sun beds, a Targa is responsive to your every need. Equipped to impress and exuding sophistication, a Targa owner is never left wanting. Attention to detail is matched only by space and deftly designed layouts both inside and out. With generous foredecks, large cockpits and comfortable saloons, time spent on board is nothing short of idyllic.
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                    Like to know more?

Complete the form below and we will pass your enquiry straight to a member of our authorised dealer network who will be in touch with you shortly.

                

                        
                                    
                        By submitting the contact form, you are agreeing to sharing the data you have provided with your selected Fairline Yachts dealer. This information is not accessible to Fairline Yachts. The data will be kept in line with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), effective 25th May 2018: Find out more
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            News & Events


            Read everything All
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                27th February 2024

                
                    Come and start your career with Fairline

                

                                    
                        Our Recruitment Open Day is set to take place on 2nd March. We're gearing up to fill positions at our Oundle manufacturing facility, promising exciting opportunities for job seekers in the marine industry.
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                5th February 2024

                
                    Miami line-up announced

                

                                    
                        Fairline has announced its line-up for Miami International Boat Show (14-18 February 2024) which includes the Squadron 68, Squadron 50, Targa 45 OPEN and the F//LINE 33.
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                25th January 2024

                
                    Squadron 58 wins at the Motorboat of the Year awards
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                23rd January 2024

                
                    Fairline wows Boot Düsseldorf with duo of debuts

                

                                    
                        Fairline unveiled its Targa 40 in a world debut and its Squadron 58 in a European debut today at Boot Düsseldorf, which runs until 28 January 2024. 
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie Policy Accept All



To see our cookie policy click here
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                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website.


Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website.


We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.


                        

                                            

                

                        

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Necessary                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Necessary 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	CookieConsent	1 month	This cookie stores the user's consent state for the current domain.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	PHPSESSID	session	This cookie is native to PHP applications. The cookie is used to store and identify a users' unique session ID for the purpose of managing user session on the website. The cookie is a session cookies and is deleted when all the browser windows are closed.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    functional
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	locale	session	This cookie is used to store the language preference of a user allowing the website to content relevant to the preferred language.
	sc_anonymous_id	never	The cookie is set by SoundCloud to enable SoundCloud player.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Performance                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    performance
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_gat	1 minute	This cookie is installed by Google Universal Analytics to restrain request rate and thus limit the collection of data on high traffic sites.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Analytics                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    analytics
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	vuid	2 years	Vimeo installs this cookie to collect tracking information by setting a unique ID to embed videos to the website.
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_UA-162104344-1	1 minute	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Advertisement                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    advertisement
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements to users by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	uid	2 months	This cookie is used to measure the number and behavior of the visitors to the website anonymously. The data includes the number of visits, average duration of the visit on the website, pages visited, etc. for the purpose of better understanding user preferences for targeted advertisments.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Others                            
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                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	C	1 month 1 hour	No description
	sessiontoken	session	No description available.
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